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What are your suggestions to improve the Victorian communitys understanding of mental 

illness and reduce stigma and discrimination? 

Honest feedback about a system of injustice, depravity, assault and government sanctioned 

violations, is given every time a person is forcibly subjected to psychiatry behind closed doors. Did 

anyone listen to the 13 thousand people put on forced psychiatry orders under the Mental Health 

Act of Victoria, that were arbitrarily detained, forcibly injected, and violated by other psychiatric 

procedures? No, the doors are closed, no one hears those screams. Victims of psychiatrists are 

silenced, while the Victorian government propagates lies about care, help and medicine. Victims of 

psychiatrists are only asking for basic human rights: our liberty, our autonomy, freedom from 

torture, freedom from arbitrary detention, the right to self-defence, the right to choose and refuse 

medical treatments, freedom of expression to invalidate the practices of psychiatrists and Mental 

Health coterie.  Accusations [see attachment 1] that are attempts to excuse these violations 

written up by psychiatrists, as reasons, are not reasonable: ‘Smiling inappropriately’ (whose 

business is it to claim control another’s smiling?), ‘Claims to be a political prisoner’ (as did 

homosexuals, conscientious objectors, whistle-blowers when they are subjected to forced 

psychiatry), ‘Accuses of conspiring with others to violate her human rights’ (that is exactly what the 

UN CRPD accuses Australia of doing!) then, a misinterpretation of what was said about psychiatry 

being like phrenology, a bogus pseudo-science the invading English used to exploit and murder 

1st Nations people in Australia, along with other bogus eugenics that was called ‘science’ which 

psychiatry has a basis in. How on earth that translates to: ‘Turns psychiatry to phrenology to 

aborigines being accused of bumping people off in the UK.’ This is just one tiny example of 

insidious non-sensing of what a victims of psychiatrists has quite logically stated, that isn’t an 

unusual or unknown piece of history. And is so regular in the files of victims of psychiatrists, that it 

is likely to be deliberate. This is what is being written up by psychiatrists. Does anyone ever read 

what is written to attempt to justify psychiatrists’ exploitation of us? How on earth could a smiling 

inappropriately’ be a reason to section a person? How on earth can this be the least restrictive’ 

treatment for people that should not be policed for their smiles, or their dislike of psychiatrists and 

their treatments, or their understanding of psychiatrists’ vile, cruel history that continues until the 

villainous practice is abolished? Improving the community’s understanding of what it is like to be 

forcibly subjected to torture 24/7 indefinitely, to be arbitrarily detained on the basis of exploiters 

wanting to exploit as many people as possible, hold onto them as long as possible, then propagate 

the lie that it is benevolent care that requires that the Royal Commission to stop calling victims of 

psychiatrists victim-blaming terms like ‘mentally ill’. Improving understanding requires calling the 

perpetrating psychiatrists and other mental health personnel for what they are vile cruel state 

sanctioned exploiters. Reducing stigma (a sharp pointed instrument) requires abolishing forced 

psychiatry so that no more needles are forced into human bodies, sticking victims of psychiatrists 

full of substances that mark them with tell-tale stigma: twitching, muscle stiffening, turning their 

abilities into disability, turning scholars into dunces, turning athletes into slobs, disfiguring the 

attractiveness of the person into a look of a poisoned beaten-up looking person. Equality before 



the law is what we’re asking for, voting rights for all victims of psychiatrists subjected to arbitrary 

detention, the right to self-defense against forced psychiatry, rights to personal liberty, rights to 

freedom of expression, rights to our own beliefs, and no more lucrative cruel forced human 

research via government sanction [see attachment 2 as one of many examples of human research 

without consent: an audit of people being subjected to forced neuroleptic depot injections paid for 

by a pharmaceutical company, for the profit of the those who do the forced human 

experimentation.] Victoria needs to Abolish forced psychiatry, comply with the UN CRPD, and 

then, recognise where psychiatry needs to be criminalised.  

 
What is already working well and what can be done better to prevent mental illness and to 

support people to get early treatment and support? 

First of all stop using the vicious DSM slur ‘mental illness’ it is one of the worst kinds of verbal 

violations that victims of psychiatrists are subjected to, forced to agree to and killed and maimed 

through state sanctioned forced/ coerced psychiatry under the Victorian Mental Health Act. To 

have financially and socially franchised people, who have not subjected to forced psychiatry get up 

and say these DSM labels are ‘liberating’ is insulting to us, when it is under the vicious DSM slurs 

that people have their liberty taken away, and their rights to choose and refuse medical treatment 

denied. There is nothing that the Mental Health Association, and Victoria’s system based on that 

eugenicist organisation is doing but getting wealthy from the flesh of people it forcibly exploits, 

even those who are coerced cannot really be said to have really volunteered to have their lives 

taken into service for psychiatrists and their industry. Victoria’s Mental Health System is a 

disgusting vile, cruel exploitation racket. The Mental Health system’s propaganda is an insult to 

victims of psychiatrists and we want it gone. We don’t want it reformed, remade, reconfigured, 

redeveloped, and certainly not expanded on  we want it abolished. People who have been 

violently exploited by an organisation, of which the government sanctions and profits from want for 

the vile, cruel system, and the vile, cruel laws to be abolished. Reparations must happen. The 

violators must not continue to rule, and subjected the population to new terms of abuse and new 

human experimentation through a continuation of Victoria’s Mental Health legislated forced orders. 

The Mental Health legislation, that allows forced psychiatry must be abolished. So many people 

dead, so many people maimed by forced psychiatry. So many stupid theories psychiatrists come 

up with and fraudulently purport as the truth, and so many diabolically cruel experiments inflicted 

so of course the only thing that can be done is to remove the exploitation racket. Then, victims of 

psychiatrists can get on with their lives, and real support, basic human needs that are actually very 

obvious can be talked about. Until then, talking about support for people who have been tortured, 

raped, brutalised, exploited none of it will be any good, because there’s the Mental Health 

exploitation racket, waiting to procure another vulnerable person beaten up by some cruel element 

in society, to exploit and keep exploiting until they die. That’s a horrid system, and it can never be 

called benevolent, the fact that so many people in authority attempt to spruik that idea, is just 

really such a disgusting shameful ugly way to govern. What would be positive to do is to prevent 

psychiatrists from exploiting people, the earlier that forced psychiatry is abolished the better. When 

forced psychiatry is abolished, apologising to victims of psychiatrists and assuring them that forced 

psychiatry will never be legislated again, will be immensely supportive to victims of psychiatrists. 

Abolishing arbitrary detention on the basis of accused disability should’ve happened in 1886, 

which was Victoria’s previous Royal Commission into the profiteering and to-do of those 

proprietors who wanted to procure human research specimens, live, and then their corpses after 

death for ‘science’. This vile, cruel era of exploiting people like that should’ve ended then, in 1886, 

instead this horror has been allowed to expand, reform, cover-up, and parade out propaganda. If I 

hear another Mental Health Worker attempting to speak over me, to tell me that there are people 



wanting to get into hospital beds, and that there are people who have a ‘good relationship’ with 

their psychiatrist, I’m going to laugh. And I’m laughing because how can a perpetrating Mental 

Health Worker, speak for those they perpetrate against, and talk down those who have 

experienced being perpetrated against by Mental Health workers? How can they get away with it? 

And then write my laughter up as inappropriate. It is they, who are inappropriate, they, the 

perpetrators, the psychiatrists, they must not be allowed to speak for victims of psychiatrists, and 

claim that there are people wanting to get into their beds! That’s just dirty politics. That’s just 

denial. And when victims of psychiatrists are written up time and time again, as: denies they have 

a mental illness, denies hearing voices etc. And if we’re denying, then that makes psychiatrists 

and other Mental Health Personnel accusing us of stuff we don’t agree with. But what happens, 

psychiatrists get to detain and torture us, even though we, the victims of psychiatrists, don’t agree 

with their accusation, don’t agree with their treatment, and have better things to do, and better 

people to talk to that persecuting psychiatrists, who then accuse us of having ‘persecutory 

thoughts’ should we voice that they are persecuting us.  

 
What is already working well and what can be done better to prevent suicide? 

Stop allowing psychiatrists to force themselves on people, stop forcing drugs into people, stop 

forcing psychiatrists’ procedures on people.   Human research, where people were forcibly 

injected with neuroleptics ‘initiated in hospital and while the patient was under compulsory 

treatment (85%)’. The rest, were coerced, under threat of force. This research was conducted by 

The Program Manager, at a psychiatric facility and funded by a pharmaceutical company. How is 

that fitting with ethics? Oh, that’s right, the diabolical psychiatry is allowed to have their own ethics 

committee, because they have insurance. Okay, then, where’s the compensation for those forcibly 

subjected to human research again their will? Listen to victims of psychiatrists. Stop allowing 

people to be violently abused by psychiatrists and Mental Health personnel, stop protecting those 

medical practitioners and other authority figures who violate. Stop allowing the Mental Health 

system to exist as a way to silence people speaking out against violations, corruption and other 

crimes. Stop allowing the perpetrating psychiatrists platforms to speak, giving perpetrating 

psychiatrists authority positions in this Royal Commission and awards, while denying victims of 

psychiatrists basic means to lawsuit perpetrating psychiatrists and challenge the psychiatric 

propaganda. Around 86% of people who suicide are on psychiatric drugs (in Swedish statistics 

and likely similar in Victoria too). Those deaths could have been prevented, because, if anyone 

actually listened to the people who get forced/ coerced to take psychiatric drugs will realise, is that 

psychiatric drugs are not only excruciatingly painful, they are debilitating, disfiguring and 

demeaning. Psychiatric drugs beat up a person’s insides, causing decay and suffering. Just look 

at the list of effects on any neuroleptic drug website, or listen to a victim of psychiatrists tell you of 

the horrible effects, or just recognise you can see the horrifying harm neuroleptics and other 

psychiatric drugs cause. It is a fate worse than death being forcibly exploited as a laboratory 

specimen. There is not a single person who has been forced/ coerced to take psychiatric drugs 

that would not think that suicide might be one of the options to escape that horribly painful, 

dehumanising vile cruel exploitation that is forced/ coerced psychiatric drugs and other 

procedures. People don’t enjoy being arbitrarily detained, prodded, tested and violated under 

government force, then told this is medical care and necessary, when it isn’t anything of the kind. 

So stop it. Abolish forced psychiatry. Find a better way to make money other than through forced 

human research. Stop the vile, cruel eugenics-based exploitation racket.  

 
 
 



What makes it hard for people to experience good mental health and what can be done to 

improve this? This may include how people find, access and experience mental health 

treatment and support and how services link with each other. 

Because the Mental Health Association is a eugenics based organisation, designed to exploit and 

feign benevolence, the whole propaganda around the idea of Mental Health improvements is just 

tied up in that horrible vile cruel exploitation that is done by force. People don’t want forced mental 

health, of any kind, they don’t want the propaganda on mental health, they don’t want their tax- 

dollars spent on funding these horrible forced/ coerced human research. Abolish forced psychiatry. 

Stop making people’s lives hard, by pretending that the Mental Health system in Victoria is 

something that can be improved, that’s disgusting. No one wants an exploitation racket ‘improved’ 

they want it abolished.  Victims of psychiatrists don’t want more and more organisations feeding 

off the forced human research that is Victoria’s vile cruel Mental Health Act sanctions. Only when 

forced psychiatry is abolished, can there be any true understanding of what social supports are 

needed most, for people who have been injured, violated, and disenfranchised by forced/ coerced 

psychiatry while the system of force was in place. Until then, all there are is parasite organisations, 

feeding off exploiting the people who are being violently and cruelly exploited by the system of 

forced Mental Health treatments and arbitrary detention. Comply with the United Nations 

Convention on The Rights of Persons With Disabilities and abolish forced psychiatry. There should 

be no forced medicine and no forced human research in the guise of emergency medicine, if 

Victoria were to be abiding by International Law. Victoria’s Mental Health Act 2014 is unlawful 

under International Law Australia has agreed on, hurry up and end the long history of human 

rights abuse under Victorian government sanction.  

 
What are the drivers behind some communities in Victoria experiencing poorer mental 

health outcomes and what needs to be done to address this? 

Forced Psychiatry drives people into being further financially and socially disenfranchised, than 

they would have been without being subjected to forced psychiatry. Forced Psychiatry is state 

sanctioned killing and maiming, it is unlawful internationally and should be a crime in Australia, 

instead of a government sanctioned exploitation racket. Exploitative, vile cruel systems of Mental 

Health, have no place in any of our Victorian communities. Stop the eugenics scam that is Mental 

Health, no more of it. Mental Health propaganda and the system of forced Mental Health 

treatments that legislate use of force are the problem. Stop pointing at communities and targeting 

people for whatever reason that someone thinks they can accuse another’s mentality of being 

‘poor’. There’s way too much racism, misogyny and prejudice in psychiatry and every Mental 

Health program and system in Victoria that’s a problem. The other problem is that the government 

allows the inflicting of vile, cruel human research on people, and propagates the idea of calling it 

care and help, and targets communities that are financially disenfranchised through hardship and 

exploitation, targets people who are isolated due to sensitivity to pollutants that the government 

has not regulated enough in Personal Products, then labelling victims of psychiatrists with vicious 

DSM slurs, calling them ‘burdens’ even though it is their flesh is being used, their live body is 

being put forcibly into service for parasitical psychiatrists who get paid a ridiculously large sum of 

money from tax payers to exploit people.  

 
What are the needs of family members and carers and what can be done better to support 

them? 

What any decent person needs for Victoria to do is abolish forced psychiatry. It is very necessary 

that this happen now, and that there are no more delays in eliminating the government sanctioned 

exploitation racket that is the Mental Health Act 2014, that enables other kinds of exploitation and 



abuse to be perpetuated. Reparations are what we need. Reparations as in validation that our 

loved ones were murdered by psychiatrists and the system of forced mental health treatments, 

that they were sent to psychiatrists to cover-up for other kinds of crime, and exploitation (some of 

which has now been semi-exposed and validated). Note also some family members and those 

that claim to be ‘carers’ are actually guilty of abuse and victims of psychiatrists are denied 

equality when attempting to speak out against it. Those family members and supportive friends 

(who don’t call themselves ‘carers’ any more than victims of psychiatrists call themselves 

‘consumers’) that speak out against the diabolical disgusting system of forced psychiatry say 

exactly what victims of psychiatrists say needs to happen: abolish forced psychiatry.  

 
What can be done to attract, retain and better support the mental health workforce, 

including peer support workers? 

There shouldn’t be a mental health workforce that forces themselves on people, helping 

themselves to people. There just shouldn’t be a Mental Health system, there shouldn’t be any such 

eugenics-based system in Victoria. It’s disgusting that this horrible legislated vile, cruel procuring 

of live humans for invasive human research has gone on so long. Victims of psychiatrists, are not 

interested in Peer Support Workers that are employed in a system of forced psychiatry, whereby 

they are not in any way anything more than turncoats. It is horrible to be betrayed by such people. 

There needs to be access to justice, so that people who have been violated by psychiatrists, 

exploited for human research, can get reparations for the needs that have been caused by forced 

psychiatry, that are known to be caused by forced psychiatry, so well known, that the drug 

companies list the effects of their drugs, and the ECT manufacturers are forced to list such things 

as their machines causing brain damage. So, why on earth are psychiatrists still forcing upwards 

of 700 people per year forcibly to ECT? And with over 13,000 forced psychiatric orders last year, 

that means 13,000 forcibly subjected to drugs they do not want to take, to interrogations with 

psychiatrists whose soul intent is to write them up as a symptom, not matter what the person says, 

it will be written into some cobble, that accuses the person of some medical condition, until, the 

person is broken under the forced drugging, detention, tying up on a bed, isolating, deprivation etc. 

Then, once the person decides to agree to everything the psychiatrist says, and say that the 

treatment is good for them, the psychiatrist writes the person up as better due to the medication. 

That’s really vile medical fraud. And it can be proven with files, from anyone who has been 

subjected to forced psychiatry. A file spanning 14 years (such as my own) shows this pattern of 

fraud and violation each time I was subjected to arbitrary detention in a psychiatric unit, forcibly 

injected, and subjected to numerous violations, deprivations. The only worthwhile Peer Workers, 

are people that are actually peers. And who are they when you’re wanting support to get free from 

forced psychiatry? Who are they when you want back-up to talk about electronic interference, or 

toxins in food and air? Who are they when you’re being denied visitors? Who are they when forced 

acuphase has left you with dystonia? They’re not someone who tells you that you’ve got to agree 

with what the psychiatrist says, hands you a book of rights that says you have no rights, then 

schools you like in a dumbed-down manner, then tells you there’s no lawyers available. If forced 

psychiatry was abolished, there would be people with lived-experience of homelessness, assisting 

people with housing. People with lived-experience of chemical sensitivity assisting you to 

negotiate fume free environments, and gain better regulation of toxic industries and products. 

People with lived-experience of forced psychiatry, supporting people who need to gain their lives 

back, after the diabolical regime has ended, to withdraw from the toxic drugs they were forced/ 

coerced to suffer. All that, and so much more. How arrogant it is, to have a perpetrating 

psychiatrists sitting in commissioner and chair positions in the Royal Commission, and denying 

people that have been actively protesting peacefully at parliament, who are victims of 



psychiatrists, denying that we exist. Denying us justice. Denying that forced psychiatry is only 

perpetrated against those who have already been disenfranchised by some other mean aspect in 

the community, to then be further perpetrated against by forced psychiatry is just disgusting, then 

to attempt to deny that yet again. The Royal Commission in 1886 was more honest in the 

understanding of how vile the exploitation of people subjected to arbitrary detention and forced 

treatments is, how profitable for the proprietors of the institutions, and how nebulous the reasons 

for targeting the person were, as well as how utterly corrupt the institutions were in their want to 

keep exploiting people. Though, that too was a Royal Commission designed to gain profits for 

exploitative medico research. Ever heard of the term ‘revolving door patient’ this is what it means: 

A person is violently exploited by psychiatrists in a point in their life where they are vulnerable, and 

disenfranchised, and the moment the person gets free and starts to speak out against what the 

psychiatrists did to them, they are detained again and violently exploited. It is not easy to get away 

from being disenfranchised while you’re being subjected to forced psychiatry you’re not even able 

to drive! And, if you continue to be connect to Centrelink or any Community Housing, or any kind 

of social support, you are seen as someone who can have CATT called on you, for smiling 

cheekily, or not supporting someone’s religion, or reporting a social worker for a code-of-conduct 

violation, or just because psychiatrists need more numbers on one of their human research 

projects and they don’t want you to be ‘lost to follow-up’ or if you are they want to teach you that 

you can never get away. But, you can get away from psychiatrists, and you can speak out against 

them, it’s just that you cannot do that while you’re disenfranchised, without horrible consequences. 

And you cannot be a Peer Worker, employed at an organisation that is connected to any of the 

peer support organisations that get funding from government, because the minute you start 

speaking the truth, you get your contract terminated.  

 
What are the opportunities in the Victorian community for people living with mental illness 

to improve their social and economic participation, and what needs to be done to realise 

these opportunities? 

Abolish forced psychiatry and then, people will be free from being exploited in this vile, cruel way. 

Those parasites who have thrived from human flesh, such as psychiatrists and their coterie don’t 

deserve more opportunities. Most psychiatrists deserve to be jailed and have their assets frozen 

and spent on reparations for victims of psychiatrists that have been injured physically, financially, 

as well as had their childhood taken, their fertile years taken, their potential careers taken into a 

horrifying violating servitude. The corruption of medicine is rife, but the worst is psychiatry, which 

isn’t even a viable medical industry and would not exist without the utilisation of government 

legislation that allows for the use of force. These human rights violators must be sent a stern 

message, so that psychiatrists’ violations will cease. There must be no more allowances for 

medicine to run exploitation rackets in Victoria. We want total compliance with the UN CRPD. 

Psychiatrists and their violating Mental Health personnel and industries need to be broken. For so 

many years victims of psychiatrists have been arbitrarily detained and tortured with psychiatric 

drugs and procedures until they are broke into obedience and compliance with the horrifying 

violations inflicted on them, then, lured into being turncoats to their fellow victims of psychiatrists, 

turncoats to their own people. No more of that. Break the perpetrating psychiatrists and coterie 

and their invasive cruel lucrative forced human research racket, so that Victorians will no longer 

have to fear speaking out against violators, exploiters, corruption, child abuse, crimes committed 

by those in power and authority, pollution, fraud and all that gets hidden when people get dragged 

off, arbitrarily detained and tortured into silence via the Victorian Mental Health Act 2014. No one 



deserves forced psychiatry no one. Stop the violent silencing of victims of psychiatrists.  

 
Thinking about what Victoria’s mental health system should ideally look like, tell us what 

areas and reform ideas you would like the Royal Commission to prioritise for change?  

1. Abolish forced psychiatry/ forced medicine/ forced mental health and any detention on the basis 

of mental health/ psychiatrists’ accusations. Detention must be court proven and crime-based, not 

an accusation of ‘mentality’; and forced medicine, and forced invasive cruel human research is 

unlawful under International law (UN CRPD).  

2. Criminalise psychiatry and recognise the hate- crime involved with psychiatrists’ DSM terms.  

 
What can be done now to prepare for changes to Victorias mental health system and 

support improvements to last? 

There is no way anyone should endeavour to improve an exploitation racket, such as forced 

mental health treatment under the Victorian Mental Health Act 2014 is, unless you’re an evil 

dictator of human lives. What needs to happen is  

• A legislated abolition of forced psychiatry in Victorian, and push for a Federal Act, similar to the 

Abolition of the Death Penalty (though it would need to be The Abolition of Forced Mental 

Health Treatments, Forced Psychiatric treatments and arbitrary detention on the basis of 

mental health diagnosis.)  

• Give people a chance to speak out against the worst bloody psychiatrists’ violations  

• Ensure victims of psychiatrists’ bloody violations, with reparations such as apologies and 

condemn the era of forced psychiatry.  

• Criminalise aspects psychiatry that no one should be coerced into, and no parent should be 

allowed to force their child to submit to, and no adult should ever have to be forced into. What 

can be done now to prepare for abolition of Victoria’s invasive cruel forced human research 

racket:  

• First of all there needs to be an exposing the psychiatrists’ bloody violations. Let victims of 

psychiatrists speak out against psychiatry. Expose the exploitation racket that is the mental 

health system, bring the horror of the invasive human research to a wide audience and tell that 

audience how many people in Victoria have been maimed and killed and how it was covered 

up with propaganda.  

 
Is there anything else you would like to share with the Royal Commission? 

Exposing the violations that victims of psychiatrists have suffered, how many people have been 

maimed by forced/ coerced psychiatry is not an action finalised. Until the legislated exploitation 

ends, people will continue to be violated, and the Victorian government will continue to be an 

outrageously cruel human rights violator, allowing state sanctioned vile cruel lucrative exploitation. 

What is needed to be done is to Abolish forced psychiatry.   Victims of psychiatrists and allies 

have been asking to abolish forced psychiatry, asking that since forced psychiatry first existed. It is 

time now to stop attempting to lie that this state sanctioned assault and battery is in any way of 

benefit to the person that is being subjected to forced psychiatry.  


